Abstract-To date there has been little work done on multilevel codes for the space-time environment. In this paper we develop multi-dimensional space-time multilevel codes (ST-MLCs). Several construction methods are proposed, including a coset code approach. The proposed space-time multilevel encoders partition a 2Nt-dimensional signalling space, which spans all Nt transmit antennas. The multi-dimensional partitioning can be designed to reduce the complexity of detection/ decoding. We develop a spacetime multistage decoder for the proposed ST-MLCs. It allows the complexity of soft decision decoding to be significantly reduced compared to a single level approach. In addition, significant performance gains over a single level approach are obtained.
each antenna uses a separate encoder and bit interleaver. It is similar to V-BLAST in some cases [3] . HCM provides similar performance to the MLCs presented in [3] , but is simpler due to using fewer levels (N t rather than N t log 2 (M )) [3] . However, MLCs do not have to use binary partitions [5] , as in [3] , and so can also have fewer levels. Also bit interleaving can be added to any level of the MLC [6] . Unfortunately, the decoding algorithms used for the HCM and MLC schemes are not explained in [3] . However, they do state that a multistage decoder (MSD) is used and that it corresponds to successive interference cancellation in the case of HCM [3] .
In [7] (and several similar papers by the authors of [7] ) MLCs are concatenated with orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBCs). They consider various partitioning schemes, including Ungerboeck set partitioning, mixed partitioning and block partitioning.
In this paper we design MLCs using multi-D partitioning of a 2N t -dimensional (2N t -D) real constellation or a N t -D complex constellation. Binary and non-binary partitions can be used on each level. We will describe several 2N t -D partitioning strategies, including a coset code approach based on [8] , [9] and a multi-D partitioning approach based on [10] , which we call partitioning by types. Several alternative partitioning approaches are also outlined. The multi-D partitioning allows each component code in the MLC to span all N t transmit antennas 3 . Furthermore, no additional STC is used; instead we directly design space-time MLCs (ST-MLCs).
Finally, we develop a space-time multistage decoder (ST-MSD)
for the proposed ST-MLCs. By carefully designing the multi-D partitioning in the ST-MLC we can reduce the computational complexity of the ST-MSD.
We describe the channels and basic communication system considered in Section II. The proposed ST-MLCs and ST-MSD are described in Section III, followed by detailed examples in Section IV. Simulation results are given in Section V and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We consider space-time systems with N t transmit antennas and N r receive antennas. The (1 × N r ) received vector at time t can be written as
where s t is the (1 × N t ) transmitted vector at time t and n t is the (1 × N r ) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector at time t. The complex N t × N r channel matrix at time t is denoted H t , where the element representing the subchannel from the i th transmit antenna to the j th receive antenna is denoted h t i,j . We assume that all transmit to receive antenna sub-channels are independent and that we have ideal channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, but none at the transmitter.
The 1-D noise variance is defined as 4 [12] , [13] , [14] 
where SN R is the average signal to noise ratio (E b /N 0 ) in decibels (dB), E s is the average energy of a 2-D constellation point, E b is the average energy per data bit and N 0 is the 2-sided noise spectral density. The total rate of the error correction coding (over all levels) is defined as
where k p and n p are the number of GF (q p ) data symbols and encoded symbols in the level p component code, respectively. The rate of the ST-MLC is then defined as R stc = R tot ecc N t , giving the number of 2-D data constellation points transmitted per time slot. Note that this allows for overall STC rates significantly greater than one, leading to increased spectral efficiency over traditional space-time block codes.
We consider two flat Rayleigh fading channel models. We consider a correlated fading channel, where the speed of the fading is defined by the normalized fade rate, f D T , and T is the symbol period. A 3 rd order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency f D is used to generate the fading gains, h t i,j , for each subchannel. We also consider an independent or ideally interleaved flat Rayleigh fading channel (as in [3] ). In this case, the fading channel gains change independently in each time slot and each h t i,j is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. This approximates fast fading or a system with sufficient interleaving.
III. ST-MLC DESIGN
Throughout we assume rN r ≥ 4, where r is the rank of the code difference matrix of the ST-MLC. In [16] it was found that when rN r ≥ 4 the minimum Euclidean distance of the STC dominates performance. Therefore, we will design the ST-MLCs for large minimum Euclidean distance in slow flat Rayleigh fading channels 6 .
A. Partitioning and Constellations
We begin by describing ways to design the proposed multi-D ST-MLCs. During each time slot the N t transmit antennas collectively transmit a single 2N t -D constellation point. The component codes in the ST-MLC jointly choose the sequence of 2N t -D constellation points to be transmitted. Thus the partitions of the MLC span all N t transmit antennas and the component codes span both space (all N t transmit antennas) and time, creating an overall space-time code. In contrast, each component code in the MLC of [3] spans only one transmit antenna. 
1) Coset Code Construction:
We begin by developing STMLCs based on coset codes [8] , [9] . We refer readers to [8] , [9] for detailed information on the theory of coset codes and to [5] , [15] , [17] , [18] for detailed information on traditional multilevel coding. We denote the partition chain of the ST- 
The number of cosets within partition [10] . Here we constrain the 2-D components of the 2N t -D points to be elements of M -QAM. Alternatively, the allowed 2N t -D points can be carved from the lattice and sub-lattices in other ways, for example by using all points within a 2N t -D sphere. Lattices designed for Rayleigh fading channels, such as in [19] , could also be used.
The proposed P -level ST-MLC encoder structure is shown in Fig. 1 . It includes optional bit or symbol interleaving on each level. Interleaving could also be added before the transmit antennas. The component encoder on each level selects the sequence of cosets to be transmitted. Collectively, they determine the sequence of 2N t -D constellation points to be transmitted. An example design using the coset code approach is given in Section IV.
2) Partitioning by Types: One of the biggest issues with many non-orthogonal STCs is the computational complexity of detection/ decoding. The proposed ST-MLCs are nonorthogonal STCs. Therefore, it is beneficial to design them (constellations, partitioning and component codes) with decoding in mind. To this end we use the multi-D partitioning strategy of [10] to design the ST-MLCs and corresponding ST-MSD. This approach is based on iteratively partitioning constituent lattices or constellations of lower dimension. As a result the 2N t -D mapping can be done as a sequence of 2-D mappings rather than as a single 2N t -D mapping. This will allow us to reduce the computational complexity of detection in the ST-MSD.
This multi-D partitioning method starts by considering the 2-D constituent constellation, then higher dimensional constellations and partitions are constructed using the 2-D constellation and its partition. We begin by choosing the desired minimum squared Euclidean distance (MSED) between points in the subsets of the current level, δ 2 p . Then we partition the 2-D constellation to give the desired 7 MSED between points in the subsets. Consider the 16-QAM constellation in Fig. 2 (a) and a desired MSED of 4δ We call this approach, partitioning by types. Each coset on level p is defined by a subset of the allowed 2N t -D types on level p. Each 2N t -D type appears in only one coset. It will be considered further in Section IV, where a detailed example is given. Many other kinds of 2-D mappings can be extended to 2N t -D using this approach. For example, the diversity-based approaches of [13] , [14] , [20] , [21] could be used (for rN r < 4). There is also a lot of flexibility in choosing how the 2N t -D types are grouped into cosets.
3) Alternative Partitioning Approaches: Another approach is to create a 2N t -D partitioning chain by applying the algebraic method of [20] , [21] to all N t transmit antennas. In this case a constellation carved from the m-D integer lattice, Z m , is partitioned using a partitioning matrix that is designed to provide large diversity. This approach can be used to create a 2N t -D partitioning for the ST-MLCs that is designed for large diversity. However, since we are designing for large Euclidean distance (rN r ≥ 4), we will not consider this approach further here.
So far we have discussed ST-MLCs using 2N t -D partitions. However, we could also use partitions that span a subset of the dimensions/ transmit antennas as done in [3] . In [3] 2-D partitions spanning only one transmit antenna are used. But we could use two N t -D partitions each spanning (N t /2) antennas or four (N t /2)-D partitions each spanning (N t /4) antennas. This would require a different decoding approach, possibly a combination of the approach presented in this paper and that of [3] . We call this the ST-MLC group construction method as groups of antennas are partitioned. This partitioning strategy is a generalization of [3] , which contains a detailed example and is not considered further here.
B. Component Codes
As can be seen in the proposed ST-MLC encoder structure of 
We choose the component code rates using the capacity design rule [15] , [22] . To that end we now consider the calculation of capacity for a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with a fixed constellation set transmitted from each antenna [22] . Then, following the approach in [3] , we will determine the capacity of each level in the partition chain. This enables us to find the ideal channel coding rates which allow the overall channel capacity to be approached [15] .
The time index is dropped in this subsection as we are calculating ergodic capacity. We assume that the channel matrix, H, is known at the receiver, but not at the transmitter. Therefore, we will not attempt to optimize the distribution of the channel input, s. Hence the mutual information I(s; (r, H)) determines the maximum achievable rate, or capacity, through the MIMO channel [3] . We can use the chain rule to write this mutual information in the multilevel context as I(s; (r, H)) = I (C 1 ; (r, H))
where C p is an index for the transmitted level-p coset. Note that this is subtly different from [3] . In [3] the MLC uses binary partitions of the 2-D constellations for each transmit antenna, and thus employs a binary mapping function between the input bits and s. In contrast we partition the 2N t -D constellation spanning the N t transmit antennas. We use binary or non-binary partitions over the 2N t -D constellation. Thus we use a different mapping function between the input bits and s. This does not change the overall capacity, but simply provides a different method of approaching it.
We now determine the capacity of each level in the ST-MLC, which is defined by (cf. [3] )
This can be calculated using the techniques of [22] . Consequently, the mutual information at each level is given by [22] 
where C Nr is the N r -D complex space, P r() denotes the probability function and f () denotes the probability density function. Monte carlo integration is used together with importance sampling to reduce the complexity of this calculation [22] . The capacity of each level is then calculated assuming previous levels transmit the zeroth coset 9 (C 1 = · · · = C p−1 = 0). The 2N t -D real constellation used by level p is determined by the cosets chosen by previous levels.
The component code rate chosen by the capacity rule for level p is defined as
A variety of other rate design rules could be used for the component codes of the ST-MLCs, such as those summarized in [15] (developed for the AWGN channel). The best design rule depends on several factors including the length of the component codes and the type of channel. The component codes for the ST-MLC need to perform well at the desired rates, have feasible soft decision decoding complexity 10 and good distance properties. MLCs tend to require component codes with a wide range of rates, as a result different classes of component codes may be required on each level.
C. Detection and Decoding
Decoding a composite MLC is usually prohibitively complex and so a MSD is normally used. We now develop a ST-MSD for the proposed ST-MLCs. Its overall structure is shown in Fig. 3 . The detection block on level p generates a list of likely 2N t -D points for that level to enable soft information to be calculated for the component error correction decoder. The lists can be found using a slightly modified version of a variety of different existing detection algorithms, including those of [11] , [23] , [24] , [25] . In Section IV we show how the partitioning structure of the ST-MLC using partitioning by types can be exploited by the ST-MSD to reduce computational complexity. 9 While the actual capacity of each level should be averaged over all coset choices, this is not expected to produce significantly different results. 10 Note that STCs transmitted over a slow Rayleigh flat fading channel often require much more powerful reduced complexity decoding algorithms than for the AWGN channel [13] , [14] , due to having error bursts in addition to random errors. See [13] , [14] for more information.
Choose point in L We now consider the soft information calculation for each level in the ST-MSD. For simplicity of notation we assume binary component codes, however, the mathematics is easily extendable to the non-binary case. We use the terminology of cosets, however, subsets of points developed using other methods could be used.
Consider level 1, which corresponds to partition Λ/Λ can be written as
Assuming all 2N t -D constellation points ({s 1 } and {s 0 }) are equiprobable we can write
The max-log MAP approximation [26] of (11) is given by
where
, a ∈ {0, 1}.
Next consider level p, where p > 1. The soft input corresponding to bit b p it can be written as
whereĈ l is the index of the coset decision from level l. Using the same approach as for level 1 the soft input for level p can be written as
and the max-log MAP approximation as
IV. EXAMPLE ST-MLC
In this section we design ST-MLCs for N t = N r = 4 antennas. Since rN r ≥ 4 we design for large Euclidean distance [16] . We begin with examples of partitioning using the coset code and partitioning by types approaches. Then we describe the component code design. Finally, the detection/ decoding scheme is described for the partitioning by types ST-MLC. Simulation results for the partitioning by types ST-MLC example are given in Section V.
A. Partitioning
In this subsection we show how equivalent 11 8 . Note that each level uses a 16-way partition, meaning m 1 = m 2 = m 3 = m 4 = 4 in this case. This approach is based on the theory in [8] , [9] , from which we know that the sublattices can be defined as
where (8, 4, 4) , (8, 7, 2) 
If the value of (22) in any 1-D subset is greater than 3 or smaller than -3, then we subtract 8 or add 8 to the value, respectively, until it is in the set {±1, ±3}. This ensures that we transmit a point within 16-QAM that is also an appropriate lattice point (see (18)- (21) for justification on using ±8). The generator matrices are defined by 27) and G 3 is the first three rows of G 1 . On level 4 we simply choose one of the 16 points in the translated, scaled subset of 2E 8 defined bỹ 
2) Partitioning by Types Approach: Partitioning by types can also be used to give the Z 8 /E 8 /RE 8 /2E 8 /2RE 8 partition chain. It can also create non-lattice based partitions (note that [10] only considers lattice based partitions). The advantage of using partitioning by types to form this partition chain is that it leads to a reduced complexity decoder. The strategy is based on partitioning lower dimensional constituent lattices in an iterative manner [10] . As before we actually use translated, scaled subsets of the lattices and sub-lattices. For ease of explanation we will still use the term lattice and sublattice for these constellations, but now denote the partition chain asZ 8 /Ẽ 8 /RE 8 /2E 8 /2RE 8 as before. The 2N t -D points can be described as two consecutive 4-D points or four consecutive 2-D points [10] . As a result the overall mapping can be done as a sequence of 2-D mappings rather than as a single 2N t -D mapping [10] .
We shall use the 2-D types (A, B, C and D) for 16-QAM given in Fig. 2 (a) Fig. 2 (a) to provide a better MSED. Each of the four 2-D types in Fig. 2 Fig. 4 , where which are subsets of the 8-D types BBBB and CCCC iñ E 8 . So, this assumes C 1 = 0 and C 2 = 0. The 8-D types for other level 1 and 2 coset combinations are created by adding the corresponding coset representatives, as defined in (23) and (24), to the points corresponding to the 8-D types in (31). This partitioning gives a MSED of 8δ 
(a) are split into two subsets to produce the eight 2-D types (E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L) shown in
Now consider the level 3 partitionRE 8 /2E 8 . Note that
. Now we need to partition the 2D-types in Fig. 4 to get individual points. This partitioning for the 2D-types E, F , G and H is shown in Fig. 5 . The 16 8D-types for2E 8 are
Now each 8-D type is in fact a single 8-D point. Again the 8-D types for other level 1, 2 and 3 coset combinations are created by adding the corresponding coset representatives, as defined in (23), (24) and (25) to the points in (32). This is just one example of partitioning by types for N t = 4. Many other approaches could be used. For example, instead of using the initial partitioning of Fig. 2 (a) we could use those of Fig. 2 (b) or Fig. 2 (c) [20] , [21] , [13] , [14] . Then 4-D and 8-D types could be constructed based on these 2-D types. An alternate design strategy would be to design for both diversity and distance [20] , [21] . However, for rN r ≥ 4 Euclidean distance has been found to dominate performance [16] , [13] , [14] .
B. Component Codes
The component code rates chosen by the capacity rule [15] , [22] are shown in Fig. 6 for theZ 8 /Ẽ 8 /RE 8 /2E 8 /2RE 8 partition chain, where each 2D constellation is restricted to 16-QAM. In the present work we use binary irregular low density parity check (LDPC) component codes on each level, with rates chosen using Fig. 6 . LDPC codes were chosen due to their performance and simple iterative decoding algorithm (belief propagation). However, many other classes of component codes could be used.
The LDPC codes used here are designed using the near optimal degree sequences for the AWGN channel based on techniques in [27] . Specifically, the codes are designed for maximum girth using a progressive edge growth algorithm [28] , which ensures an upper triangular parity check matrix for linear time encoding. The decoder uses belief propagation [29] operating in the log-domain [26] . The maximum number of decoding iterations for the LDPC code is 100, although the LDPC decoder will terminate early if a codeword is found. A bit interleaver is used on each level after the LDPC encoder.
C. Detection and Decoding
The basic structure of the proposed ST-MSD is given in Fig.  3 . In this subsection we describe the implementation of the ST-MSD used in the simulations of Section V. We first consider the detection block for each level. On each level we use a bank Component code rates chosen using the capacity rule for thẽ
of sphere decoders (SDs), with a separate SD for each coset. Each SD finds the best point in the coset, chosen according to the MSED from the received signal. Together the chosen points estimate a basic signal set [5] , which is used to calculate soft information for the error correction decoder. The basic signal set consists of
. Soft information is calculated using the max-log MAP approach (see (12) and (16)).
Note that, a bank of list SDs [11] , [13] could also be used to create a list of 2N t -D points for each coset. This would allow improved soft information to be calculated for each coset (see (11) and (15)), at the cost of increased computational complexity. Alternatively, a single detection process, such as a list SD (with a large list), could be used on each level. However, a very large list would often be required to obtain soft information about the less likely cosets.
The SD for a given coset considers points from the coset which lie within a radius √ C of the received signal, where C is a user defined positive constant. See [23] for information on choosing C. If no point is found by a SD, then the distance used to calculate the soft information is set to C, which underestimates the true value as the real point must be outside the sphere considered by the SD. Alternatively, the value of C could be increased and the SD could search for a point within the expanded sphere. For complexity reasons this is not considered here.
Partitioning by types allows us to reduce the complexity of detection. Consider level 1,Z 8 /Ẽ 8 , which has the 8-D types shown in (30) for coset C 1 = 0. All combinations of 2-D types are allowed over two antennas, but only a single 4-D type is allowed to be transmitted from the remaining two antennas (determined by the combination of 2-D types for the other two antennas). Thus, the SD considers all possible values in four dimensions and uses the 8-D types to define the allowed values in the other four dimensions. So, a maximum of 16 points needs to be considered by the level 1 detection algorithm for two of the transmit antennas and a maximum of four points for each of the other two antennas. The SD uses lookup tables to determine the 2-D points allowed to be considered for each transmit antenna. It orders the 2-D types/ constellation points according to reliability [30] . Specifically we use a modified version 12 of the SD in [13] (based on [11] , [12] , [30] ). Likewise levels 2 and 3 can use the 8-D type information to reduce the computational complexity of the SD for each coset.
After detection and soft information calculation, the component decoder (which may be iterative internally) makes a hard decision on the transmitted coset, which is sent to the next level in the ST-MSD. This process continues until the last level, where a single 2N t -D constellation point is chosen as shown in Fig. 3 . Note that all |Λ P −1 /Λ P | remaining 2N t -D constellation points are considered by level P , allowing soft information to be calculated for the level P error correction decoder.
V. RESULTS
In this section we look at simulation results for a ST-MLC created using partitioning by types in Section IV. Many other ST-MLCs can be developed using the framework proposed in Section III. We use N t = N r = 4, giving rN r ≥ 4 as required for our design [16] . We consider a 3-level ST-MLC designed based on the partition chainẼ 8 /RE 8 /2E 8 /2RE 8 as detailed in Section IV [8] , [9] . We use 3 rather than 4 levels as it is less complex and theZ 8 /Ẽ 8 component code would have very low (near zero) rate as the overall design rate for the ST-MLC is R tot ecc = 0.5 (see Fig. 6 ) and so we do not use this level. The ST-MLC spans L = 1024 time slots. The level 1 code for partitionẼ 8 Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively, where each ST-MLC codeword is a block.
For comparison purposes 13 we also consider a single level ST-LDPC code. It uses a binary (16384, 8192) LDPC code Gray mapped to 16-QAM across the N t = 4 transmit antennas and L = 1024 time slots. It is a direct transmission scheme [12] , [11] . A bit interleaver is used between the encoder and the mapping, however, this is not necessary. The ST-LDPC code uses the soft output list SD of [11] with a list size of 512 (iterative decoding between the SD and error 12 It is modified so that the 2-D types are restricted based on the 16 8-D types associated with the coset. 13 We will not compare the performance of the proposed ST-MLC to those of [3] as they use only Nt = 2 or 3 and Nr = 1 or 2. We design for rNr ≥ 4, meaning their designs would need to provide r = 2 (full rank) and use Nr = 2. They consider 4-PSK, whereas we are interested in 16-QAM. In addition, a clear description of the decoding process is not given in [3] . correction decoder is not considered here). The BER and BLER performance of this code is also shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively. As can be seen the performance of both the ST-MLC and ST-LDPC code is worse for slower fading channels.
The decoder of [11] was used for a rate 1/2 binary Turbo code with 9216 data bits (and 18432 encoded bits) in [11] . They used N t = N r = 4, an independent Rayleigh flat fading channel and 16-QAM. The Turbo code obtained a BER of 10 −5 at approximately 14 8.8dB . Both the ST-MLC and ST-LDPC code provide better performance than the Turbo code. The performance of all three approaches could be improved by using iterative decoding between the detection and decoding blocks as proposed in [11] . We believe the performance of the ST-MLC is better than that of the ST-LDPC code as it can calculate better soft information due to using 2N t -D partitions and calculating the soft information using a basic signal set. In addition, the proposed ST-MLCs provide a good method of spreading information across space and time.
The ST-MLC uses a different detection method than the other two approaches, namely the ST-MSD. It is less complex than the approach used by the ST-LDPC code and Turbo code, as it takes advantage of the "type" partitioning structure of 14 We refer readers to Fig. 7 in [11] for an exact SNR value.
the ST-MLC. The number of 2N t -D points considered by the SDs during one time slot are used to compare the complexity of the ST-MLC and ST-LDPC code schemes. The ST-LDPC code results are shown in Table I at an SNR of 8.1dB. The ST-MLC used an average of 86 and a maximum of 289 2N t -D candidates at an SNR of 7.1dB (this was calculated over all SDs on all levels 15 ). We use list candidates to compare complexity as they account for the main complexity difference between the ST-MSD and the list SD for the ST-LDPC code 16 . [10] has been applied to the space-time environment, allowing the complexity of the resulting ST-MSD to be reduced. Simulation results were presented for a ST-MLC using an E 8 -based partition chain and partitioning by types. It performed better than either the single level ST-LDPC code or the Turbo STC. The ST-MLC approach of this paper can easily be extended to larger number of antennas and many different signal constellations with a corresponding variety of partitioning structures.
